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Every day it seems like a new cryptocurrency or a new version of an existing cryptocurrency is
released. Pepe 2.0, the successor to Pepe Coin, which soared more than 10,000% this past spring, is
one of the v2 coins generating the most interest.

 

 

Pepe 2.0’s price has increased by almost 3000% and could go even more. This article will explain
readers how to invest in Pepe 2.0 and discuss whether or not the cryptocurrency is a good bet right
now.
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What Is Pepe 2.0?
 

 

There is a growing trend of clone cryptocurrencies modelled after successful meme coins like Pepe
coin ($PEPE), and one such coin is Pepe 2.0 ($PEPE2). The first version of Pepe appeared online in
April 2023, running on the Ethereum (ETH) network. Two months later, Pepe 2.0 was released. The
website claims that the new 2.0 edition of the PEPE project is an attempt to make amends for
previous blunders, such as releasing the meme coin on a weekend and blacklisting some early
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investors.

 

It is hoped that with Pepe 2.0, traders and investors who lost out on PEPE’s initial bull run will get a
second chance to profit from the cryptocurrency.

 

Notably, this FOMO marketing tactic has re-ignited interest in both the original Pepe and Pepe 2.0,
leading to greater trading volumes for both cryptocurrencies.

 

In May of 2023, PEPE’s market value skyrocketed to a peak of $1.6 billion. In late June of 2023, Pepe
2.0 began to receive notice. Its goal is to “redo his billion-dollar run,” or replicate the commercial
success of the first coin.
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Pepe 2.0 Tokenomics
 

 

Tokenomics in the Pepe 2.0 project are said to be specially created to “reward holders while
maintaining a healthy ecosystem.” According to the website, the developers of Pepe 2.0 gave up
control of the smart contract address to prove their seriousness about security. The goal of this
move is to increase openness and guarantee locals keep their say in the project.

 

Important specifics include the following:

Address for sending a contract: 0xfb66321d7c674995dfcc2cb67a30bc978dc862ad
Quantity available: $420,690,000,000
Taxes: 1%
For Safety: Giving Up Title
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Is Pepe 2.0 a Good Investment?
 

 

The value of one PEPE2 coin increased from a low of $0.000000000004795 on June 27 to a new all-
time high of $0.00100171 on July 6.

 

In just 24 hours, one trader made $176,000 from a $900 investment in PEPE2. On June 28th, a
wallet purchased 8.3 trillion PEPE2 coins, according to on-chain data, as tweeted by @DamiDefi. The
wallet programmed an exit plan to sell 2 ETH of PEPE2 approximately every three to seven minutes
as the price of the Pepe 2.0 meme coin climbed.
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This might be the cleanest entry and exit I’ve seen a while!

This #crypto wallet got into #PEPE2 before anyone had heard about it.

Turning $900 to $176k in less than 24hrs!

Let’s explore � (Plus I'll show you a proven take profit strategy when trading)
pic.twitter.com/L64kzVekMQ

— Dami-Defi (@DamiDefi) June 30, 2023

 

 

Many potential buyers of Pepe 2.0 tokens are asking themselves the same question: “Can the token
go even higher?”

 

Investors that think Pepe 2.0 has a chance of being successful are buying it up now. Investors who
think the current price of Pepe 2.0 indicates a high are avoiding the meme coin in favour of other
opportunities.

 

What will happen to Pepe 2.0 after this point is uncertain. The value of certain exploding meme
currencies that made crypto billionaires vanished almost entirely within a few hours. Some have
retreated from their highs for a few days, only to rally and experience an even more dramatic price
change.

 

The price of Pepe 2.0 is now rising and trading volume is increasing, indicating that now is a good
time to buy. However, early buyers run the danger of being left holding the bag if the price of the
coin drops.
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Is Pepe 2.0 Legit?
 

Investors in Pepe 2.0 should not expect the cryptocurrency to follow any strict protocols because it
is a meme coin. The only way to know if investing in this coin is risk-free is to learn how it operates.

 

The Pepe 2.0 team remains anonymous. It’s unclear why the wallets who developed the token were
blacklisted by the original PepeCoin project or what inspired them to create Pepe 2.0.

 

However, most meme currency projects’ developers are nameless, so this shouldn’t be that
surprising. The Pepe 2.0 developers have also given up control of the token’s contract, thus handing
the initiative over to the Pepe 2.0 user base.

 

This is significant since it implies that Pepe 2.0’s tokenomics cannot be altered at short notice. There
is far less risk of a developer pulling a fast one on investors if they do not have control over the
token’s contract.

 

Notable too is the fact that Pepe 2.0 can be bought and sold on reputable centralized exchanges like
LBank, BitMart, and Bybit. These marketplaces have previously sold fraudulent coins and provide no
assurances that Pepe 2.0 is legitimate. Nonetheless, this is seen as a positive indicator by many
investors.
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Investors should be aware that the token’s value can suddenly drop to zero even if Pepe 2.0 is
authentic. They stand to lose any money they put into Pepe 2.0.
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Where to Buy Pepe 2.0?
 

 

You may get your hands on PEPE2 meme coins via both DEX and CEX, or centralized and
decentralized exchanges. Since DEX listings are available to all ERC-20 tokens, they serve as the
primary listing venue for meme coins like PEPE2. The Uniswap website can be accessed via a link on
the official Pepe 2.0 website.

 

PEPE2 is traded on the following cryptocurrency exchanges (CEXs): BTCC, Gate.io, ByBit, Bitget,
MEXC, LBank, BitMart, DigiFinex, BiTrue, and NovaDAX.

 

Since PEPE2’s market cap is very low, major CEXs like Coinbase and Binance have not yet listed it.
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How to Buy Pepe 2.0?
 

 

Step 1: Create an BTCC Account

 

Go to the BTCC website and fill out the registration form with the necessary details. Finish the
checks to make sure you’re in line with the stock exchange’s rules.

 

 

 

Step 2: Buy USDT

 

 Click ‘Buy Crypto’ on the menu.
*Please note that only verified users are eligible to buy crypto on BTCC.
Enter the amount you would like to buy in USDT.
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Select a service provider and proceed to payment.

 

 

 

 

Step 3: Find PEPE2/USDT Trading Pair

 

Click ‘Markets’ in the LBank menu at the top of the page. Using the search box, search for ‘Pepe2’
and then click on the PEPE2/USDT trading pair when it appears.

 



 

 

Step 4: Buy Pepe 2.0

 

Beneath the Pepe 2.0 price chart, select ‘Market’ to enter a market order.
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Trade on BTCC Now

 

 

Where to Trade PEPE2USDT Futures?

Now you can trade AXS futures on BTCC. BTCC, a cryptocurrency exchange , was founded in June
2011 with the goal of making crypto trading reliable and accessible to everyone.  BTCC is a crypto
exchange offering users liquid and low-fee futures trading of both cryptocurrencies and tokenized
traditional financial instruments like stocks and commodities.

 

 

 

BTCC offers exclusive bonus for new users. Sign up and deposit on BTCC to get up to 10,055
USDT in bonuses. Meet the deposit targets within 30 days after successful registration at BTCC, and
you can enjoy the bonus of the corresponding target levels.     Find out what campaigns are
available now: https://www.btcc.com/en-US/promotions

 

BTCC also has an iOS app and Android app if you prefer to trade on the go.

 

    iOS QR Code               Android QR Code 
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How to Trade PEPE2USDT Futures on BTCC ?
 

To trade PEPE2USDT Futures on BTCC, follow these simple steps:

 

Create an account

 

Go to the BTCC website and fill out the registration form with the necessary details. Finish the
checks to make sure you’re in line with the stock exchange’s rules.

 

 

Deposit funds

Fund your BTCC wallet once your account has been created and verified. You can fund your BTCC
account with a number of different cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies.

 

 

Navigate to the crypto trading section
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You can begin trading on the BTCC platform as soon as your account has been funded. Find the
crypto exchange rate, which is written as crypto/Bitcoin (BTC) or crypto/US Dollar (USDT)
depending on the other pairs available.s.

 

 

Choose your trading type

Both spot trading and futures trading are available through BTCC. If you want to purchase or sell
crypto tokens at the current market price, you may want to investigate spot trading. If you’d rather
trade crypto with leverage and speculate on its price movements, you can do so with crypto Futures.

 

 

 

Place your trade

After deciding which type of deal you want to make, you can enter the amount of crypto you like to
buy or sell, as well as your preferred price (if necessary). If everything checks out, go ahead and
make the deal.

 

 

Monitor and manage your trades

 

Be sure to monitor your crypto holdings on the BTCC exchange. To limit losses and protect gains,
you can use stop-loss and take-profit orders. It is also important to keep up with the latest crypto
market trends and news if you want to successfully trade this cryptocurrency.

 

 

Before becoming involved in any kind of trading, make sure you’ve done your homework. Due to the
extreme volatility of the cryptocurrency markets, it is crucial to have a well-defined trading strategy
and risk management framework in place. To successfully trade crypto on the BTCC market and take
advantage of the chances it provides, follow these procedures and keep yourself updated.

 

 

Look More:How to Deposit Crypto on BTCC?

https://www.btcc.com/en-US/academy/crypto-basics/how-to-deposit-crypto-on-btcc


How to Trade Tether (USDT) on BTCC
 

 

Mobile App

1. Download the BTCC App via App Store or Google Play
2. Register and verify your account, or log in to your BTCC account.
3. Tap ‘Buy Crypto’.
*Please note that only verified users are eligible to buy crypto on BTCC.
4. Enter the amount you would like to buy in USDT.
5. Select a service provider and proceed to payment.

Web Platform

1. Register and verify your account, or log in to your BTCC account.
2. Click ‘Buy Crypto’ on the menu.
*Please note that only verified users are eligible to buy crypto on BTCC.
3. Enter the amount you would like to buy in USDT.
4. Select a service provider and proceed to paymen.

 

Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!
Trade on BTCC Now
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Why Trade PEPE2USDT Futures on BTCC
 

 

To trade Crypto futures, you can choose BTCC crypto exchange.BTCC, a cryptocurrency exchange ,
was founded in June 2011 with the goal of making crypto trading reliable and accessible to
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everyone. Over 11 years of providing crypto futures trading services. 0 security incidents. Market-
leading liquidity.

 

Traders may opt to trade on BTCC for a variety of reasons:

 

Secure：safe and secure operating history of 11 years. Safeguarding users’ assets with multi-
risk management through the ups and downs of many market cycles
Top Liquidity：With BTCC’s market-leading liquidity, users can place orders of any
amount—whAVAXer it’s as small as 0.01 BTC or as large as 50 BTC—instantly on our platform.
Innovative：Trade a wide variety of derivative products including perpetual futures and
tokenized USDT-margined stocks and commodities futures, which are innovative products
invented by BTCC.
Flexible：Select your desired leverage from 1x to 150x. Go long or short on your favourite
products with the leverage you want.
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